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CHAPTER ONE

An Unrealistic Introduction

They were Utopians, which meant that they saw imperfection everywhere they looked.

—MICHAEL CHABON, THE YIDDISH POLICEMEN’S UNION

I begin with some methodological remarks and introduce a methodological project. The aim of this preface is to locate the book’s motivating concerns in the context of traditional and contemporary political philosophy. (In a more impressionistic way, this is also one of the purposes of the diverse epigraphs at the head of each chapter.) Then, in the next chapter, I provide a substantive overview of many of the main issues and lines of argument in the book, which might help the reader to see in advance how the various parts are to fit together. In the remaining two chapters of Part 1, I confront the important underlying issues about “moralism” in political philosophy, and about the supposedly anti-idealistic implications of the “circumstances of justice” as understood especially in Hume and Rawls.

1. Being Realistic, and the Alternatives

Imperfection is everywhere, and it doesn’t take a utopian to see that. Indeed, critics of “utopian” approaches to political philosophy are often emphatic about the robustness of human moral deficiency. In that realistic unromantic spirit, the guiding question of this book is whether people might also be robustly politically deficient (at least in principle—I do not take up the question whether we actually are or not). Political “realists” and others often say, in effect, “no.” They reject the cogency of unrealistic standards for evaluating political arrangements, and that would settle, by a kind of conceptual fiat, that humans (in all their moral deficiency) do not robustly fall short politically.¹

Standards, then, are either bent to fit—and thereby to condone?—our political proclivities whatever they might be (at least if they are robust), or
perhaps standards for politics are eschewed altogether. Either way, the pos-
sibilities for critique of human political life are, with questionable reason, cur-
tailed. My aim here is not to engage in a sweeping political critique drawing on
high standards, but to resist this and related lines of argument that would
foreclose it. The issues to be treated here are of more than academic interest.
When I was a teenager in the 1970s my father, like many parents I suppose,
would say, “You’re an idealist; I’m a realist.” Many people even outside ac-
demic debates have strong views and deep questions about what it would mean
to put idealism and realism about politics in their proper places. Stated very
broadly, that is my question.

I hasten to point out that the approach taken here is, in one fundamental
sense, realistic—though it is too late to reclaim the term “realism” for this
usage—in refusing to foreclose, prior to substantive investigation, the possibil-
ity that human societies might be prone (maybe even for deep human motiva-
tional reasons) to being significantly unjust, possibly even forever. Let us hope
that is not true, and I don’t say that it is. But the conception of political phi-
losophy or theory that rules it out by assumption or definition will be scruti-
nized and rejected here, and the alternative approach that allows unrealistic
standards will be developed and explored in several ways.

The argument to come is not a defense, nor is it a critique, of any particular
conception of what justice requires. The guiding idea is rather, roughly stated,
that an account that requires more than we ever expect to achieve is not
thereby in the least flawed, even if it is not everything worth having. Whether
anyone ought to set out for justice given pessimistic prospects is a separate
matter; futility is plausibly a defect in a practical project. A second theme,
then, is that the connection between sound political philosophy and guidance
for political practice has often been exaggerated, and not just in recent times.

In the later parts of the book, I consider the difficult question of what value
there might be in understanding the nature of justice, including its having un-
realistic aspects—or the value of exploring what unrealistic justice might re-
quire either in detail or in broad principle. That is a different issue, and I don’t
explore it in this work. Debates about the value of engaging in a certain inquiry
bear little on the question of what is learned or not learned, be it valuable or
not, in their pursuit. Whether or not such inquiries are valuable, as I will argue,
in passing, that they are, is a wholly separate question from whether arguments
encountered in such work, including arguments in this book, are successful.

There is a proverbial tension between the best and the good, and we are
advised to avoid their becoming enemies, even perhaps by ignoring the best
altogether. This is just one of the ways in which it has become customary for
political philosophers to urge each other to keep their feet on the ground and
eyes straight ahead—or, more accurately, slightly lowered. There is important
work to be done right here and now—work in the social world, that is. And
according to this eyes-lowered approach, the work we do as thinkers, as phi-
losophers, ought to serve the most urgent practical tasks we see around us.
There are two parts to this view: our philosophical work ought (only?) to serve practical purposes, and then, additionally, it ought (only or mainly?) to serve the practical purposes presented to us here and now. This practicalist outlook is not universally shared, of course, and I am one of those who does not accept it. Rather than attempt to refute this thesis about how philosophers ought to spend their time, I will mostly ignore that question until Part 5. My principal objective is to defend some unfamiliar, if not novel, claims about the nature (not the content) of social justice.

We are told, by Machiavelli and others, that, in effect, political philosophy must not be utopian. I am sure there is wisdom in this vague injunction, but there is also the danger of a chilling effect. Unless we are very clear about what kind of theorizing can appropriately be proscribed, there is the risk that a broader set of projects go unpursued, and for no good reason. Machiavelli says that theories of politics that describe things that have “never been seen or known to exist” could not be useful. He admits in the next breath, however, that there is “a great distance between how we live and how we ought to live.” He admits, then, that it is one thing to ask what sort of thing we might write that will be “useful to anyone who understands,” and quite another to ask how we ought to live. The two questions do not, even in Machiavelli, collapse into the useful, and so my project is, perhaps surprisingly, not at odds with his or those of various followers in that way.

Rousseau writes, in the Preface to *Emile*, “‘Propose what can be done,’ they never stop repeating to me. It is as if I were told, ‘Propose doing what is done.’” Few writers believe that things are already, or are bound eventually to be, precisely as they ought to be, and so almost all normative political theory departs from “realism” in this strict sense. Any theory that implies criticism of actual institutions or behavior is not as realistic as it could be. For example, a normative framework that criticizes existing legal regulations on political advertising for being either too strict or too lax is not entirely maximally realistic. A theory that criticizes actual voters for being too selfish—or even too idealistic—departs from strict realism in exactly the same way. Since no one will insist on this extreme kind of realism in normative theory, we can safely give it a derogatory label: *complacent realism*.

On the other hand, there are surely ways in which normative political theory can be too morally idealized. It was Rousseau, again, who, in *The Social Contract*, influentially pledged to proceed by “taking men as they are, and laws as they might be.” This sentiment is widely embraced even as its meaning is far from clear. When, for example, Rawls endorses the Rousseauian dictum, he interprets it as merely confining political philosophy within the laws of nature. It is not made clear what those laws are, but they are held to allow, within those broad limits on what is “realistic,” significant, even “utopian,” extensions of our view of what is possible in human affairs. “Utopian,” of course, is often (though not in Rawls) an epithet (its etymology suggests “no place at all”) used to ridicule theories that are thought to violate some version of the
Rousseauian stricture—to be too unrealistic about people and their motivational nature. Rawls, whose concession to realism is no more than to limit his prescriptions to what is possible, however unlikely it might be, attempts to reclaim the term, speaking of his own “realistic utopianism.”7 I prefer to speak, less eloquently, of a noncomplacent and nonconcessive approach to social justice. A narrower constraint—to take people as they are, now, in their observed aims, conviction, and tendencies—is (if anyone were to recommend it) to set the bar indefensibly low for the investigation of principles of social justice. To charge a theory of justice with being “utopian” seems generally to imply that its standards are false because they are too unrealistic—still a vague charge, since there are various ways in which theories might fail to be sufficiently realistic. Utopophobia, we may say, is the unreasonable fear of the sin of utopianism, and it can lead to the marginalization of inquiries and insights without demonstrating any defect in them.

There are many cases where what we are required to do is conditioned by the fact that we do not live up to what is required of us in other areas. “Since you have stolen, you ought to apologize.” “Since you will not put money away each month, you ought (prudentially) to set up an automated transfer.” “Since we will not comply with socialist institutions in sufficient numbers, we ought not to build them.” These are, indeed, requirements, but they are, in a certain way, not fundamental. They concede violations and ask what is required in that “concessive” context, as I shall call it. That is all I mean by a “concessive” principle or requirement: it is a requirement that is in place owing to our conceding certain violations of other requirements. Some requirements are in no way conditioned by violations in that way, such as the requirement (duly formulated) not to steal in the first place. That is nonconcessive. Much thought about social justice is in a concessive mode, taking people “as they are,” or responding to the facts of human life, and so forth. There is nothing wrong with that, of course. But that is not fundamental in a certain way, since it may well be that those facts of human life themselves incorporate violations of requirements of morality or justice. There certainly are questions about what ought to be done conceding certain other violations. But there is also the nonconcessive kind of question: What ought I to do, morally, if I don’t concede any moral violations on my part? So, in a formulation whose frequent appearance may tax the reader’s patience, there is a fine concessive question about justice: Given the predictable violations by humans as we know them, including tendencies not to comply with certain things, what institutions ought we to build? But there is also the nonconcessive kind of question: What institutions ought we to build and comply with? The fact, if it is one, that we will not comply with those very institutions, opens up the concessive question, but is not responsive to the nonconcessive one.

While already familiar to Rousseau and Machiavelli, the debate about utopianism in moral and political philosophy continued in the late nineteenth
century between, among others, the philosophers Henry Sidgwick and Herbert Spencer about the merits of Spencer’s approach, in which individuals (and perhaps also social relations) were assumed, for certain philosophical purposes, to be morally perfect. For the most part, their dispute was about whether such a study would serve the pressing practical aim of determining what ought to be done under actual and decidedly nonideal conditions. Spencer argued in the affirmative, that the study of the ideal case was an essential step toward eventual understanding of real and more complicated moral conditions. This “first step” defense of highly idealized theory anticipates Rawls’s suggestion that “ideal theory” is a crucial first step to systematically addressing nonideal theory. Rawls famously—perhaps notoriously—wrote:

Obviously the problems of partial compliance theory are the pressing and urgent matters. These are the things that we are faced with in everyday life. The reason for beginning with ideal theory is that it provides, I believe, the only basis for the systematic grasp of these more pressing problems. . . . I shall assume that a deeper understanding can be gained in no other way, and that the nature and aims of a perfectly just society is the fundamental part of the theory of justice.8

Spencer used analogies from mathematics, mechanics, and astronomy to argue that understanding the real and imperfect cases would be impossible without first understanding idealized and pure cases of circles, straight lines, perfectly rigid levers, and so on. He wrote, “[T]he philosophical moralist . . . determines the properties of the straight man; describes how the straight man comports himself; shows in what relationship he stands to other straight men; shows how a community of straight men is constituted.”9 Spencer and Rawls make this priority claim: sound understanding of what is required in realistic nonideal conditions is severely constrained without a prior sound understanding of the requirements under conditions of full compliance. This has met with voluminous criticism. At least as I have stated it, the claim is not that there is no point in undertaking nonideal inquiry until ideal theory is understood, but it asserts more than I will argue for (in the book’s last part), which is only (and yet this is disputed, as I have said) that both have significant value.

Sidgwick objected that not only is it beyond our grasp to ascertain what the content of moral rules would be in such a fantastical scenario,10 but even if we could know that much, it is far from clear that such knowledge would be of any practical value with respect to the question of what we ought to do in the very different actual conditions we are bound to find ourselves in. Sidgwick frankly embraced the conservatism this entails, the implication that the appropriate form of society, as far as we can know, will then turn out to be “one varying but little from the actual, with its actually established code of moral rules and customary judgments concerning virtue and vice.”11 (Neither Rawls nor
Sidgwick is known for reckless flights of conjecture, but they could hardly be more different on this question.

Neither Sidgwick nor Spencer made much effort either to ascertain the content of such moral rules, or to investigate (rather than declare) whether there would be valuable things of a less practical nature to learn from such a project. They were mostly focused on the question of the practical usefulness of proceeding in one way or the other. Only in passing did Spencer bother to mention his belief that the requirements applicable to ideal agents are true. The question is of at least philosophical interest: whether the more realistic approach favored by Sidgwick and so many others deserves to be seen as the method by which to understand the truth about moral standards, including those of social justice. Famously, it would be comical to look for one's dropped car keys far from where they surely lie simply because the light is better there. What we cannot clearly see (supposing that were true of full justice) is not for that reason unreal.

As I say, the term “utopian” is sometimes, though not always, a term of abuse, and it will be here. In 1848 Marx and Engels introduced the term “utopian socialism” in The Communist Manifesto to chastise certain “unscientific” forms of socialist thought: roughly, those that (a) presented what are often called “blueprints” for the institutional structure of the highest form of socialism, but (b) supplied no basis in the predictable course of history for seeing how the envisaged arrangements might ever come about. Certainly, hesitation about what we might call ungrounded blueprints has a lot to be said for it. That issue is more substantial than whether the oft-ridiculed extravagances of some utopian writers are indeed ridiculous, such as those of Fourier, who argued:

> When . . . the globe shall be duly organized, and have a population of three thousand millions, it will contain, commonly, thirty-seven millions of poets equal to Homer, thirty-seven millions of astronomers equal to Newton, thirty-seven millions of dramatists equal to Molière, and so on with all imaginable talents. (These, of course, are only proximate calculations.)

Fourier is just one example of a utopian thinker, but a fecund one. In addition to his bizarre predictive calculations, we also get from him obsessively detailed blueprints for the ideal society, including floor plans, work schedules, and much else. The difficulty here is not their being out of reach—there is no patent impossibility in gathering eighteen hundred diverse people to live and work in a vast edifice, and so on, as he proposes. Nor is there a clear moral objection, since he does not propose to assemble them by force. What is troubling about his specificity is partly that we cannot ascertain enough from our profoundly dissimilar standpoint to know which highly specific arrangements would fa-
cilitate the fulfillment of plausible principles of justice and promotion of welfare. Very likely, the minute details need to be left to judgment that could be informed by the whole empirical context as well as by good principles (which would themselves plausibly be refined in the light of experience). A second concern about detailed utopian blueprints is that they might illegitimately bypass the moral necessity, or so it will often be thought, for arrangements to be determined in certain ways by those who will be subject to them. Granted, a blueprint could serve as one proposal to be entered into democratic deliberation, and this latter concern would be mitigated in that case, though the former would remain.

It might be argued that in light of those sources of indeterminacy there is really nothing at all to be said about what standards must be met by basic social structures. But the points made so far tend to block that possibility. For example, we have already conjectured that there is some requirement of democracy or responsiveness. Regardless of the form that requirement takes, it sets at least one standard. Also, we observed that such indeterminacy results from the wide variety of possible fact sets, which are hard to know in advance. That implies that given a single fact set, at least some requirements (or a much-narrowed range of requirements) would indeed be the applicable ones. This in turn suggests that there are principles according to which a fact set narrows the range of requirements. The actual variety of facts across societies and over time is not, on this ground, any obstacle to formulating the principles (fallibly, of course).

For my own part, as I say, I am not going so far as to offer any particular account of principles of justice, much less institutional specifics, since my point is higher order—methodological and metanormative. I also argue that while it is by no means guaranteed that sound principles of substantive social justice would turn out to be wildly unrealistic, it would not count against them if they did (see chapter 10: “Prime Justice”). I also grant that Marx and Engels might also have meant to criticize the very general idea of critical standards by which current arrangements might be evaluated. But even if so, they unfortunately do not offer any argument that such standards are flawed, or impossible to know, or that they have no value, in the way they do suggest some formidable arguments against ungrounded utopian blueprints. None of the above arguments for the limited, or negative value of detailed blueprints takes aim at general principles of justice on the ground that they are unrealistic. So far, then, an account including principles of full social justice, so long as it does not presume to fix too much institutional detail, and so long as it is not presented to activists, vanguards, or governments as a practical proposal, is free of the mentioned vices. For these reasons, when recent critics of “ideal theory” target authors who “build Utopias” (in theory, they mean), they risk stalking a straw philosopher. However unrealistic they might (or might not) be, conceptions of
justice such as those of Cohen or Rawls do not presume to fix institutional
details with any precision. To say that they are building Utopias may misleadingly imply the kind of fictional world building, with blueprints and details, that has sometimes been seen in utopian writers from previous centuries. There is certainly “ideal theory” being done, in various senses, and there are things to scrutinize about such approaches, but “Utopia building” has been mostly absent from the scene of prominent political philosophy for many decades, perhaps a century.

The concern, often attributed to Marx and Engels, regarding the absence of a plausible causal or historical account of how the high standards might come to be met does not have any clear force on its own. It may be a serious problem in the context of an institutional blueprint that is urged as a practical proposal—a goal to set out for. Leaving aside the pitfall of excessive detail, it is indeed often reckless to set out for an attractive goal when there is no adequate understanding of what path might lead there (though even here such a constraint can take overly fastidious forms), but it is important to stay mindful of the difference (introduced above) between principles and practical proposals.

Suppose we are hiking, and we spy a beautiful spot some miles off, down the slope, across the valley. It isn’t just beautiful, it looks like a great place to stay, or even to live. Alas, it is not yet clear whether we can get there, so we might try to contain our excitement. Be realistic. Things are fine where we are, so we could just conclude that the new spot is not really worth considering. It is unrealistic in one way simply because it is not where we are, but this complacent realism has little appeal, as we have seen. If we admit that the new spot is beautiful, we might nevertheless come to conclude that it is impossible to get there. (As I proceed, let the scenery change from a pastoral landscape to the space of political alternatives.) If we cannot get there, then there is no sense in worrying too much about the different routes we could try. Alternatively, we might think that it is possible to get there, or might be for all we know, but, realistically, we will not get there because we are likely to make careless navigational errors, or eventually just to give up prematurely. This differs from our being unable, but it is still practically important. However, if we are not sure that it is beyond our abilities, then even if we are unlikely to get there, it could be worth thinking about how we might. This is not yet the same as recommending that we set out for it. That would be a different and later question. Perhaps the slim chances of success will give us sufficient reason to make other plans. But why jump to that conclusion? After all, the place is beautiful, and for all we can tell getting there is not beyond our abilities. In a way, this little story emphasizes hope, where the question about what role there might still be for hopeless (but not impossible) standards remains open. It suggests that we should, to some cautious extent, relax about the line between hopeful and hopeless standards in a spirit of hope. I accept this.
We are reminded here that something might be a desirable destination—it might even be one that differs from alternative, unacceptable destinations in being at least acceptable in certain respects, even if we ought not to set out for it. In the pastoral example, if the obstacle is a chasm that makes our progress impossible then the desirability of the destination is not action guiding. In the political cases I am concentrating on, however, where the obstacle is the fact that certain things will not be done even though they could be done, then the imperative to do those things and get to the destination is action guiding in an important sense—our tendency, however robust, not to set out and carry through is powerless as a refutation of the requirement (here, a requirement of prudence or rationality, perhaps) to do so.

Just a few years before Marx and Engels, Bentham listed the term “Utopian” in his The Book of Fallacies (with a fairly similar meaning):

As to the epithet Utopian, the case to which it is rightly applied seems to be that to which, in the event of the adoption of the proposed plan, felicitous effects are represented as about to take place, no causes adequate to the production of such effects being to be found in it.¹⁸

I will follow these classic thinkers (thereby departing from Rawls’s usage) in using “utopian” as an epithet, which refers to a vice, sin, or defect, and I follow them more or less in its definition as well: in my usage of the term, a social proposal has the vice of being utopian if, roughly, there is no evident basis for believing that efforts to stably achieve it would have any significant tendency to succeed. The argument of this book is not a defense of proposals that are utopian—unrealistic in the stated way. Oversimplifying a little for now, this is because the arguments here are not in defense of proposals at all, but of principles (or standards, or requirements—as you prefer) of justice. Irrealism (the property of being unrealistic) is a vice of proposals, but not a vice of principles, and so while this book is no defense of anything utopian in the narrow sense I adopt here, it is a defense of unrealistic principles of justice—not of any highly specific principles (much less of any practical proposals)—but as a counter to the charge that irrealism is a defect of such principles.

I stated that this oversimplifies matters somewhat for the following reason. It may seem that what I have called nonconcessive institutional principles must count as utopian proposals in the above sense.¹⁹ In fact, however, they do not, since what they require are conditions such that, should the relevant set of agents all set out for them, they would indeed have a sufficient (not to say strong) tendency to succeed. Of course, such a prescription addressed to the complete set of members is not a proposal aimed at any subset of them, such as governments or activists.²⁰ Their—the subset’s—setting out for it might, given the actual behavior of others, have an insufficient chance of success, and it would be inappropriate on that basis for it to be either
proposed or required. But, formulating this carefully now: nonconcessive principles only issue requirements to agents or sets of agents that would tend to be successfully met if the agents were to try and not give up. I assume, for the sake of argument, that there is no requirement unless there is ability.\textsuperscript{21} So nonconcessive requirements do not suffer from the vice of being utopian under the definition adopted here, a vice that only practical proposals can have. Insofar as they are unrealistic, the requirements I discuss are not proposals but principles. Insofar as they call for action, they are not unrealistic. To have a handy formulation, we might say that the sin of utopianism attaches to \textit{unrealistically optimistic proposals}. In the case of principles, by contrast, there is no sin in being unrealistic, and so principles, as such, cannot possess the defect of being utopian. This might seem like mere semantics, but that would be unfair. The important and non-terminological point underlying this adopted usage is this: being unrealistic is not a defect in a principle of justice, though it would be in a proposal.

\textbf{2. Human Nature}

Kant was probably correct\textsuperscript{22} that since (or at least partly because) we humans are flawed morally and in other ways—our timber is crooked—there will never be a fully just society.\textsuperscript{23} Approximate justice would be a very good thing—approximately a great thing—but it is dangerous to assume that approximating a constitutional and institutional framework for a perfectly just society would approximate justice. Without the motives and behaviors for which the framework is designed, it might be a disaster.\textsuperscript{24} What arrangements we should build or promote given that we will not be a just society (domestically or globally) will always be a pressing question, and a sound understanding of full justice might or might not be of any use at all for that purpose. If some such normative outlook is of no such use it might lose its grip on us, of course. We might begin to think the whole idea of social justice is a philosophically bankrupt vestige of, say, Christian ideas which claim that we humans are, through our own fault, and yet inevitably, moral failures. This might now seem to be an inhumane, otherworldly, impossibly straight imaginary line by which to measure social life. Such a test might seem inappropriate if we are sure to fail. We might wonder whether a more adequate view would show that we are not inevitably defective after all. One way of pursuing that project would take our bent, the human bent, to constrain the shape of moral standards. It would lash the moral standards for politics (if not for all agency) to the serpentine shape of real (not to say fixed or unchangeable) human proclivities. On that view, Kant erred in imagining some straight alien standards by which we appear to be crooked. By philosophical fiat, instead, our timber no longer counts as crooked. It does not, after all, deviate from supposedly appropriate evaluative
standards, and is in that sense, straight—nondivergent—after all. In a helpful pun, I will argue that this Bent View of social justice—is indefensible.

The Bent View

Standards of justice are shaped in order to ensure that people could, at least in due course and without oppressive control, bring themselves to behave in ways such that justice is achieved.

I defend the Unbent View: there is no adequate argument that the content of justice ought to defer to our proclivities (now and as they might vary across time and context) as in the Bent View.

3. Justice and Basic Social Structure

Before turning to an overview of the book’s arguments in the next chapter, I conclude this introduction with a few remarks about how I will understand the idea of social justice for present purposes. It may be helpful to briefly situate my approach to that idea with respect to important recent approaches of Rawls, Sen, and Cohen. My thesis in this book is, as I have emphasized, only indirectly about social justice itself. It is more directly methodological—about how we are to think or theorize about justice—how “realistic” we need or needn’t be. Still, social justice is central to my concerns in that way. I will carry no brief for or against egalitarian, Rawlsian, liberal, free-market, global, etc. accounts of the content of social justice. This rough neutrality ought to avoid misleading readers into thinking any of my points are meant either to be supported by, or to lend support to, or to be refuted by, certain positions in these debates. That would distract from what I take my arguments really to be.

In some theories of social justice, it might be said that it is not the basic social structure but something else that is up for evaluation, such as whether the sum of utility is maximized, or certain individual outcomes are equalized, or people’s holdings are owed to morally permissible acquisition and transfer, and so on. We might say, on the other hand, that such theories do not really evaluate the entire society as just or unjust, but only certain of its distributions or historical trajectories, though this semantic quibble hardly carries much weight against such approaches. Alternatively, such theories, or closely related ones, might evaluate a society itself as just or unjust according to whether it is institutionally arranged (perhaps dynamically) so as to facilitate or promote satisfaction of the preferred principle. At any rate, that is the form in which my assumption that justice is about the basic social structure will accommodate friends of those principles. The emphasis on basic structure is a distinctive feature of Rawls’s approach, and this indirect role for principles applying to outcomes (especially the Difference Principle) also characterizes his view. Admittedly, this emphasis on social structure does not accommodate views
according to which a society is itself just only insofar as some such principle—such as a principle of equally distributed wealth or opportunity—is actually met, regardless of anything else about social structure. Consequently, my approach is not entirely neutral as far as different normative theories of justice are concerned.

The focus on social structure as the subject of justice is more than a trivial simplifying device, since it fits with my treatment of social justice as a requirement over actions (in a plural fashion)—so long as the basic structure of a society ultimately just consists of certain patterns and orientations of action. In that respect, it is indeed a distinctive way of framing the issue, and so, as I say, not entirely neutral as between different normative approaches. Still, it is more a formal methodological feature than it is a normative commitment, even if it is not wholly non-normative. It does not side for or against any particular principles the promotion of which is the test of the basic structure, from the standpoint of social justice. The principles could be utilitarian, egalitarian, libertarian, or many others. Having said all this, I suspect that little of what I say will run afoul of this lack of complete generality in any important way.

I will assume that for a society to be just is for its basic structure to be the way it ought to be in certain respects. So, the “subject of justice” is the basic social structure, following Rawls. As understood here, the basic social structure is partly constituted by certain prevalent attitudes, motivations, and patterns of behavior even including many patterns of behavior not significantly associated with law or government.25 It will not be necessary to have a precise account of what exactly constitutes the basic structure. Instead, I will take up questions of that kind as they arise.

G. A. Cohen lets the “subject of justice,” that which is just or unjust by standards of social justice, include individual behavior, but strongly resists counting such behavior as part of the basic structure. So there are two questions: How capacious is the basic structure?26 Is the subject of justice still something broader than the basic structure properly construed? I prefer to think of institutional structure in terms of patterns and motives of behavior rather than something else which somehow constrains all behavior. So when Cohen insists that certain aspects of behavior in the family or in the market are within the purview of standards of justice, it is tempting to think that would be enough to show they are part of the basic structure. But he resists.27 So there is a question whether some things that are not properly regarded as basic structure—even letting the idea of basic structure expand beyond merely coercive institutions—are nevertheless part of the “subject of justice.” That is indeed how Cohen sees it, for example.

We can avoid some of the difficult associated questions in the following way: there is some content (possibly highly disjunctive) included in the re-
quirements of justice, which can be fully met regardless of what motives or intentions anyone has with respect to justice. Some of it can, plausibly, be met by the very existence of certain institutions, though it might not all be institutional, some of it being perhaps purely distributional. Then there is a further achievement, which can either be built into the idea of full justice, or conceived as something in addition to justice, namely a society’s being well-ordered, in Rawls’s sense, by a sound conception of justice. (We could let the characterization “well-ordered” apply even when the shared conception is either false, or, alternatively, true but not actually satisfied, but when the relevant common knowledge, compliance, and motivation are present. It need not be claimed that there is any value in well-orderedness in that case, but only in the case where the society is indeed just as well.)

Notice that there must at least be some part of a standard of justice that makes no reference to justice-oriented motivations of the kind named in well-orderedness. Call this thin justice. Otherwise, there would be no coherent content available for such motivations. There is, additionally, a plausible dimension of social justice consisting in its being well-ordered—where it is common knowledge that all accept and are motivated to promote the satisfaction of a shared and sound conception of thin justice. Without well-orderedness, on the basis of thin justice alone, there is nothing that constitutes (or much less manifests) respect or proper regard for people, their interests, and their rights. People may be getting what they are owed, but not because it is owed to them (this is not the same as a “publicity” requirement). So it is reasonable to say that thin justice together with well-orderedness represents a fuller achievement of justice, which I will call thick justice.

Now, Cohen’s points, even if correct, do not show that thin justice reaches beyond the basic institutional structure. They would show only that thick justice does. But this is obvious in the very idea of well-orderedness—it is the point of well-orderedness. It is hard to see how it is a critique—as Cohen says it is—of Rawls. Rawls says the subject of justice is the basic social structure, but he also (and seminally) insists that a full kind of social justice goes beyond this to certain motives and understandings that are not comprehended by institutions themselves. The subject of justice here must mean the subject of thin justice, which is then a determinate content that one can assume enters into people’s motives when the question of thick justice is taken up.

So I will assume, following Rawls, that the question of the subject of social justice, as discussed in this work, is the question of thin justice—the basic institutional structure of society. There is room for broader or narrower views of what even this includes, since the idea of the institutional is far from perfectly clear. Then, regardless of how that might be settled, it can be allowed that a fuller, thick kind of justice depends not only on thin justice but also well-orderedness—the common knowledge of acceptance and compliance with a
conception (or family of conceptions, as Rawls, sensibly, would have it) of thin justice.

4. Charles Mills on Ideal Theory

In a seminal article, “Ideal Theory as Ideology,” Charles Mills criticizes what he calls “ideal theory” in moral and political philosophy in strong terms. Putting aside several other kinds of idealization, he focuses on “ideal as model”: the development of models of morally good people and a just society. Ideal theory, so understood, is argued to “ignore” female subordination, centuries of white supremacy, and increasingly inequitable class society. “Perform an operation of Brechtian defamiliarization, estrangement, on your cognition,” he suggests. “Wouldn’t your spontaneous reaction be: How in God’s name could anybody think that this is the appropriate way to do ethics?”

As I have said, in this book I do not propose any particular theory of justice, and so I cannot be accused of engaging in ideal theory in that way. On the other hand, I am obviously defending an approach to thought about justice that fits under that somewhat vague rubric. I argue that social justice might be best understood as a certain social-structural element of a sweeping moral requirement in which not only institutions, but also individual behavior, are rightful. And I argue in chapter 4 that the idea of circumstances of justice does not entail that such idealized scenarios are beyond the very idea of justice. In this section I want to suggest that the sorts of enterprise that I defend are not, despite natural appearances, bound to be targets of Mills’s critique.

While Mills obviously objects to something he describes as “ideal theory,” it is important to notice that he speaks without hesitation of ideals whose acceptance and realization would be desirable. He writes,

A nonideal approach is also superior to an ideal approach in being better able to realize the ideals, by virtue of realistically recognizing the obstacles to their acceptance and implementation. . . . Summing it all up, then, one could say epigrammatically that the best way to bring about the ideal is by recognizing the nonideal, and that by assuming the ideal or the near-ideal, one is only guaranteeing the perpetuation of the nonideal.

Mills, then, does not eschew the place of “ideals” in proper normative theory. Mills is not, I think, criticizing the very enterprise of seeking philosophical understanding of the criteria for a fully or ideally just society. None of his arguments appear to take that enterprise as their target. It is also no part of Mills’s purpose in that piece to raise objections to the content of the ideal theory of justice that is his central example of an objectionably “ideal” theory, that of Rawls. We get no such normative objections, though he may well harbor them.
Instead, Mills emphasizes all that is missing from Rawls: the absence of any serious discussion of the glaring injustices around race, gender, poverty, and class, their ineluctable marks on our social relations and our thought, and questions about corrective justice.

In this light, we see that much of the argument is devoted to criticizing the academic hegemony of ideal theory in Anglophone philosophy. Mills is not so much criticizing thinking about full justice, as he is criticizing what he takes to be the dominant method of attempting to understand what full justice requires in a way that is entirely cordoned off from, and silent about, the real injustices before our eyes and the bearing they must undeniably have on how to understand people, institutions, and social structure accurately and perceptively. Understood in this fashion, Mills’s critique may be best seen as a critique of a method, employed in the field as part of a collective enterprise, and maybe also in the works of any single theorist, that neglects the study of real social injustice. Among the many passages in the essay that fit this pattern, as mounting a critique of the neglect of nonideal theory, we read, “What distinguishes ideal theory is the reliance on idealization to the exclusion, or at least marginalization, of the actual.”32 And there are others.33

The way that political philosophy is damaged by the neglect of the real world including its injustices, is, according to Mills, that the very concepts with which theorists build their normative theoretical structures float free, untested by any attempt to use them in understanding and acting in societies and with people as they actually are, as known by, for example, our best historical, empirical, and explanatory theories—lumping these together, let’s call this “social theory.” Mills calls for political philosophy that is more continuous with empirically and historically informed social theory. Part of the contribution that philosophy might make to that nexus of enterprises, he argues, would be the identification of the concepts that best map social reality, and the incorporation of these reality-forged concepts into normative moral and political thought.

Now, in recommending a “nonideal approach,”34 there may be a danger of insisting on an overly strong primacy of nonideal theory, the mirror image of the much criticized Rawlsian thesis of the primacy of ideal theory. Social theory that is philosophically unsophisticated about morality and justice is in danger of adopting concepts that fit some intuitive or culturally current ideas about justice that cannot be philosophically sustained. There is no such thing as starting with the project of first understanding how things actually work, to the exclusion of all else. Which things would you want to know about? Just anything? Marx, whose work is often pointed to as an example of that primacy, was plainly driven to his analyses of capitalism, among other things, partly by his moral disgust with the practices of early industrial times. Would the concept of exploitation of labor ever have occurred to him were it not for the fact that it seemed to be unjust in its taking advantage of the workers? A social
theory will be informed by normative assumptions and commitments whether
the latter are philosophically well considered or not.

In any case, Mills's line of argument need not, it seems to me, be burdened
with that strong (reversed) doctrine of primacy. Its emphasis is on the impov-
erishment of political philosophy that is not adequately conversant with the
most observant and injustice-attuned social theory. So the point is not only
that there should be nonideal theory alongside ideal theory. It is that theorizing
about ideal justice cannot be done well without fruitful formative engagement
with social theory. The reverse might also be true, as I have suggested, though
that is not Mills's emphasis.

To summarize Mills's critique of ideal theory: the field of political philoso-
phy has, for no good reason, fixated on trying to understand full justice. The
problem is that by neglecting to take any close look at real injustices—histori-
ical and ongoing—there is a strong likelihood, or at least a grave danger, that
the very concepts philosophers bring to political thought are naïve, or dis-
torted, or ideological, since they have never had to confront the stark realities
of real injustice properly understood. A better set of concepts is bound to arise
if there is more nonideal theory, and more engagement with it. Then, once the
concepts are no longer so deficient, there may indeed be value in trying to
deploy them in understating the requirements of full social justice. If this last
proposition is available to the Mills perspective, as I believe it is, then there is
nothing in this book with which it is inconsistent.35

5. Justice as Ingredient or Recipe

Theories of the justice of the basic social structure have a rather unclear stance
on whether certain outcomes of the just structure, as distinct from the struc-
ture itself, are better or worse than others with respect to justice. On one hand,
outcomes can be said to be just if and only if they were legitimate outcomes of
a just social structure—a “pure procedural,” or in Nozick’s term, “historical,”
way of counting as just. On the other hand, it is often held that some out-
comes, such as certain distributions of wealth or opportunity, ought to be
aimed at or promoted by a basic social structure if that structure is to count as
just. But why? If there is no difference with respect to justice between one
outcome and another, so long as either one is produced by the right kind of
procedure, why should the procedure aim at some outcomes but not others?
Maybe it is on account of some value other than justice, such as efficiency, but
this is not always what is going on. In Rawls’s theory, of course, the distribu-
tion of primary social goods ought to be as good for the worst-off class as any
alternative arrangement, so long as the prior principles are also met. But the
difference principle is not a principle of efficiency. It is a principle of justice.
But then there must be a difference, as a matter of, justice, between its being
met and its not being met. Whether it is met is not settled by showing that the
basic structure is aimed at meeting it, since it is assumed to be fallible. This shows, I think, that the pure procedural account of the “justice” of any outcome of a just basic structure does not really provide a full account of that theory if there are also principles of justice the procedure should aim to satisfy. It is a weaker standard than the one that is met by a distribution’s both being produced by a just social structure and its meeting the difference principle, and other principles at whose satisfaction it is to be aimed. Of course, Rawls’s theory is just an example that will be widely familiar, and nothing in my argument in this book depends on accepting Rawls’s conception of justice. I make this distinction in order to emphasize that while I will conceive of the justice of a society as being about the basic structure, I intend to allow for distributions or other outcomes that a social structure ought to aim at or promote, and that these, as well as the basic structure itself, must be granted, in a sense, to admit of justice or injustice.

Even if we limit social justice to the basic social structure in this way, it might still be understood to be either a moral standard in which justice is an ingredient, one of a number of values which apply to the basic social structure that ought morally to be met according to some proper balance, or a comprehensive standard for the basic social structure (not “comprehensive” in the sense of Rawls’s distinction between comprehensive and political conceptions of justice),36 in which all the applicable values are met according to their appropriate balance. Sen conceives of social justice as a dimension that morally ranks alternatives that are faced in contexts of social choice, and so he is apparently conceiving of justice comprehensively.37 After all, social choices ought to take due account of all applicable values, not just some of them. Cohen rejects that way of conceiving of justice because he believes that some of the values that ought to be taken into account in social choice are plainly not relevant to justice properly conceived.38 The point is important to Cohen, since it plays a role in his critique of Rawls.39 For now it is enough to note this distinction, and I do not need to choose sides. The distinction will come up a number of times, and I will just try to keep the terms sufficiently clear.

6. Compared to Cohen

There is a strong affinity between my approach and that of Cohen in that, for example, we both argue that it is no defect in a conception of social justice if it is, in certain ways, unrealistic. Pointing to this common ground omits important differences, however, and stating some of the differences here will help to avoid misunderstanding. First, Cohen holds that the fundamental truths about justice are in no way dependent on facts. I take no stand on this issue. I argue that it would not have the normative significance that Cohen seems to hope for in any case.40 I do emphasize how truths about justice must not be
concessive to certain kinds of bad facts, a view that differs from Cohen's, even if there are traces of it in some of his arguments.41

Second, Cohen holds that principles of justice (and morality generally) may perfectly well require things that are beyond the abilities of any agents individually or collectively. He finds it entirely comprehensible that it may not be possible to achieve justice. He is not quite rejecting the widely held axiom that ‘ought implies can,’ but insisting that something might be unjust even if remediating it is impossible, and might on that ground not be something that ought to be done. He holds that there are normatively more fundamental truths than ought claims if the latter depend on our abilities, namely, things we ought to do if we can.42 This is, to my mind, an important suggestion that is worthy of more investigation, but I do not commit myself to it here. Since I consider justice to only be free from certain kinds of bad facts rather than from all facts, I am not led, as Cohen is, to confront the question whether it is even free from facts about what agents could do. As I have said, I allow, then, for the sake of argument, that nothing is a requirement of social justice that relevant agents are unable to do. It is a central theme of my argument that this is less of a brake on highly idealistic content than it is often taken to be, especially since many things that are taken to be inabilities—such as what we often describe as what an agent cannot bring himself to do—are not inabilities at all.

Third, while they might easily be conflated, Cohen’s important distinction between principles of justice and rules of regulation is different from mine between concessive and nonconcessive principles. (Here I am presupposing some familiarity with Cohen's distinction, though later it will be explained more fully.)43 First, the structure of the difference between concessive and nonconcessive requirement has a direct application even within the domain of rules of regulation. Even if we ought to implement and comply with rule set R, there is also the question of what rules we should implement if we would not comply with R were we to implement it. That suffices to show that there are two distinctions here. This is because the question remains whether the structure of concessive vs. nonconcessive requirements applies also within the domain of which rules of regulation to implement. The structure of concession can apply...
within each of those domains, making the two distinctions cross-cutting or orthogonal.

The central concern of the book is to respond more completely than has normally been done previously to two influential critiques of much political philosophy: anti-idealism and anti-moralism. Neither implies the other, so a settled view of one leaves the other yet to be settled. While I resist both of those positions, residues of both remain. As for anti-moralism, while I argue that the extant critiques of moralism are not persuasive, the normativity of judgments about social justice and injustice are, indeed, difficult to interpret as straightforwardly moral. My conclusions about this matter keep justice judgments tied to agential moral normativity, but without being instances of it. They are best seen as still moral, but only in a broader sense of the moral than the agential conception. As for anti-idealism, the view here is less, but still slightly, equivocal. There are serious problems involved when either trying to do without the idea of full justice, or when calibrating or relativizing the standard of full justice to realistic assumptions about individual moral deficiency. I find insufficient reasons to decide between calibrating justice to full moral compliance, and a variant that takes account of some moral deficiencies, namely those that would not themselves count a society as unjust (if they could be adequately distinguished in the necessary way). Either way, the idea of full justice would not shape itself to a realistic picture of human behavior, which can still be expected to be significantly non-compliant. There is no argument here that on the best account of justice its requirements will indeed be unrealistic in this way, but only that, short of substantive normative considerations there is no defensible conceptual or methodological precept, laid down in advance, that rules it out. This defense of what we might call political irrealism brings us to a further point that frames the book's argument in a very central way, namely that no one—certainly not me—can seriously dispute that political thought must, among other things, make and consider proposals about what is to be done given the best information about, among other things, how real people can be expected to behave and respond in real circumstances. There can be disagreement about which such assumptions are, to what degree, probable, but that is an entirely different matter. Proceeding on the basis of what are known to be false or improbable assumptions is obviously indefensible. There is no interesting divide in political theory about that. What it leaves open is whether what we have most reason to realistically expect of people also sets the outer limit of what social justice requires. Realism of that kind is an obvious constraint on practical proposals, but I argue—contrary to a widespread view—that it is an illegitimate constraint on what principles of justice might require. The arguments for this, and understanding its implications, must wait for the chapters to play out, but the distinction between so constraining practical proposals and so constraining principles of justice in this fashion ought to be kept in mind from the beginning.
7. Enoch on Multiple Agents

In a valuable discussion of several papers that appeared prior to this book, David Enoch grants that a requirement applying to a society or collectivity cannot be refuted by the fact that the society will not comply. Still, he points out, a requirement on, say, the state subsystem can be refuted by facts about the behavior of the society’s members. He adds that political philosophy importantly includes questions about requirements of that second kind even if it also includes the first. These points are obviously correct. He argues, however, that these points, which he acknowledges that I accept, undermine what he understands as my main line of argument, or rather, “a very natural and common understanding of [my] point” in several of my earlier papers. This natural understanding, he says, would be that I argue that, “worries about feasibility cannot defeat a normative theory in political philosophy.” But, of course they could, since a normative theory will often be concerned not only with the content of justice but also with questions about practical proposals when justice is not a realistic possibility. What I argue for (in those papers and in this book) is the more specific proposition that, contrary to what might be supposed, one kind of infeasibility—the fact that the society would not comply with certain institutions even if they were implemented—cannot refute a theory according to which those institutions are required of that society by justice. For that reason, principles of social justice cannot be plausibly assimilated to practical proposals, though the latter are of unquestionable importance.

I use the term “concessive theory” for questions regarding what institutions society ought to build or maintain, given that it will not comply with what justice requires. If we ask what the state, as a social subsystem, ought to do given that citizens or society will not comply with what justice requires, that is not, as Enoch notes, concessive in the same intrapersonal sense. And surely there can be, in that intrapersonal sense, nonconcessive theory addressing what some agent other than society—perhaps the state—ought to do given what others will do. All this is compatible with my arguments that what justice requires of a society given that it will not comply with justice, would fall into concessive theory. Now this might be of little interest if it were thought that the question of social justice is nothing but the question of what the state should do given what others will do. But social justice does not seem to be simply what some part of society, the state or any other, ought to do given what others will do, as I will argue next.

Before turning to that, I should point out that the argument in chapter 10, “Prime Justice” is that full justice might be best conceived as the political portion (so to speak, simplifying here) of the case (satisfaction of what I call the Global Prime Requirement) in which each agent does as they should given how others will act. Since I do not posit a group agent that comprises “society,” the
only requirements on agents that I countenance are conditional on what (they and) other agents will do whenever this is relevant. So, at bottom, it is all a question of multiagent requirement in Enoch’s sense after. Still, Enoch’s critique raises the question not only about the group-agent form of the point, but also more generally about the interest or importance of requirements that apply to the society as a whole.

Enoch is surely right, in one sense, when he writes that, “Political philosophy is essentially about multiple agents.” Much of political philosophy will concern questions about how one agent or set of agents ought to act given how other agents will act. There is also a stronger possible thesis worth addressing, namely that questions about what an agent or set of agents ought to do, given how that very agent or set of agents will act, are of only the most marginal importance or interest in political philosophy. The main questions for political theory may seem to be (what we are calling) multi-agent questions: What ought the state to do given what the citizens will do? What ought certain activists to do given what other citizens will do? And so on. There is no dispute about whether questions of that form are highly important and in no way marginal. The question at hand is whether they are, more or less, the real subject of political philosophy.

To test that suggestion, consider the following thought experiment, focusing on the state as one agent operating in an environment where the citizens are the other agents: Can you devise a scenario in which the state acts exactly as it should given how the citizens will act, and yet this is patently not a just society? This is rather easy, I think. Suppose that a virulently racist citizenry would furiously and successfully resist fully equal civil rights, and these are genuinely, but not terribly, unequal at present. Plausibly, at least, the state ought not to press ahead with that agenda if there is virtually no chance of success (lower the chance as much as you need to in order to accept this assumption), and an overwhelming likelihood (again, set this where you need to) that it would lead to civil war, still with no hope of equal civil rights at the end. Indeed, we might add the supposition that in the imagined conditions the most likely outcome of such a civil war is destruction of even the modest degree of equality in the status quo ante. In this case, the state that retreats from the egalitarian agenda does as it should given what the citizens will do. But this is patently not a just society. The question of what the state should do is not the question of what social justice requires of this society.

We can try a similar thought experiment, focusing on citizens as agents (not counting the state as a citizen): Can we devise a scenario wherein the citizens do just what they should given what the state will do, but in which the society is nevertheless patently unjust? Again, this seems easy. Suppose the society is structured by a racist constitution, and the state is virtually guaranteed to continue to entrench the racist nature of its structure, the citizenry being unfortunately powerless to change this. In that case, whatever the citizens ought
to do, suppose they do it. This will nevertheless be an unjust society. The ques-
tion of what the citizens should do given what the state will do is not the ques-
tion of what social justice requires of that society.

The line of argument generalizes as follows: no account of what some
agents ought to do given what others will do could capture the requirements
of full social justice if, as will often be the case, the actions of those others,
which are taken as given by that approach, already constitute social injustice.
This is not meant to question the obvious importance of such multiperson
requirements. Rather, the upshot, as I see it, is this: it would be an important
mistake to infer from the fact, if it is one, that practical proposals concerning
improving social justice must normally operate under the constraint that full
justice will not be achieved, that this constrained practical domain is the true
locus of the requirements of social justice.

Now, Enoch agrees that, “the fact that an aspirational theory may be hope-
less, and that it may therefore not be the best guide to practical goal-setting,
doesn’t show that it’s false.”54 If that is granted, it might nevertheless seem that
the requirements of social justice must be of little interest or importance. I will
address this question directly in chapter 17. For now, I ask the reader, have you
now lost interest in the kinds of injustice posited in the two examples of deeply
rooted racism just above? You might even ask this imagining yourself as part
of the oppressed racial group in those examples. Is that fact of racism, even if
is categorized as social injustice, not of any great importance unless there is,
fortunately, something that some agents other than society as a whole could
and ought to do to change it? I have not tried to disprove that possible view,
but I doubt many will find it an attractive position.
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